Functional and robust
The s.QUAD is sure to impress as it is comfortable to wear and
highly robust. The lightweight compact design fits comfortably on a belt for daily use and is hardly noticeable, weighing
just 108 g. The s.QUAD is both waterproof and dustproof.
What’s more, it successfully passes the two-meter drop test to
prove just how rugged the pager really is.

Your logo on the s.QUAD

s.QUAD X35
Alerting at its Best

It’s possible to customize the modern design of the s.QUAD.
We can laser-engrave or print your logo or image onto the
s.QUAD to provide you with a personalized pager for on
the go.

www.swissphone.com

Loud and bright

Excellent reception

At an exceptional alerting volume of more than 95 dBA, the
new Swissphone pager will most certainly be heard. The alert
messages can also be ascending or identified in mute mode at
night thanks to the multi-coloured alarm LED.

An unrivalled sensitivity and an extensive operating time
of approximately 180 hours guarantee that s.QUAD reliably
receives messages.

The message at a glance
In addition to its familiar intuitive usability, the s.QUAD also
features a large, high-resolution display and a white backlight.
Furthermore, various font sizes and unique display technology
ensure that the message can always be clearly read, even in
direct sunlight.

Single and multi-device
charging stations

App for iOS and Android
smartphones

Both a single charging station and a multi-device charging station for up to eight pagers are available for the s.QUAD. The
single charging station features a relay output and antenna
connection.

The new app for iOS and Android smartphones offers additional individual opportunities for use. The app can be used,
for example, to program the start screen, alarm and signal
sounds, and key lock as desired.

Hybrid alarm
Bluetooth technology makes it possible to connect the
s.QUAD with a compatible smartphone. The s.QUAD can
receive alarms via paging and mobile / cellular data messages, thanks to Bluetooth pairing. The hybrid solution
makes the alert faster and more secure. Bluetooth also
enables connection to our presence monitor, which identifies
the s.QUAD users when they enter the fire station.

Targeted alerting with s.ONE

Response from s.QUAD
The first responders only need to press one button on the
pager to acknowledge the alert with “I’m coming” or “I’m not
coming”. The response is forwarded as a mobile / cellular data
message via Bluetooth and a smartphone. The operations
director can determine the strength of the team at a glance.

We will be happy to provide additional information
and are available to answer your questions.
Swissphone Wireless AG
Fälmisstrasse 21
CH-8833 Samstagern
Tel. +41 44 786 77 70
Fax +41 44 786 77 71
info@swissphone.com
www.swissphone.com
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Contact details

Subject to change without notice.

Whether it’s on the pager screen or your smartphone, our new
management tool displays current emergency services availability or how many first responders are already traveling to the
fire station. This means that s.ONE can be used to re-alert if
necessary.

